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Virginia Bounty-Land Claim of Bennett Hancock VAS1370
Transcribed and annotated by C. Leon Harris

[The following are in bounty-warrant records in the Library of Virginia.]

I hereby certify that Bennett Hancock is entitled to the Proportion of land due a Mattross of Artillery for his services during the war & that he has been returned to the Secretary at War as part of the Virginia quota. Given under my hand this 2d of June 1783 at Winchester Barracks

A Bohannan/ Capt A [probably Ambross Bohannon BLWt280-200]
P Muhlenberg BG [Peter Muhlenberg]

I assign my right To My interest of the within to Robt Brown for Value Rec’d [illegible word] 2nd Dec’r 1783 Bennett hisXmark Hancock
Test/ J. Pannill